TEN SCHOLARS HONORED WITH ELECTION TO ASHCLUM CLUB

Students Must Excel In Literature Or Forensics

The Margaret Ashmun Club held a meeting last Tuesday evening to elect scholars. It is customary for this society to elect new scholars twice a year, the number to be ascertainment by the number of vacancies caused by graduation. This meeting was held to elect new scholars in Literature and Forensics. The applications were reviewed by the faculty advisor, Professor M. E. Smith, and a select group of students. The members were chosen based on their academic achievements and contributions to literature and forensics.

Quote Placed At Ten

It was voted this semester to select the quote placed at ten, which reads: “Dorothy Bentz, Ethel Madson, Winnie O'Neill, Ruth Miller, Anne Amsden, and Norma Nelson. Each quote is selected by the club members, and the quotes are placed around the school in various locations to inspire students.

Old members now in the club are Celia Goldberg, Pauline Buhman, Beatrice Miller, Mary Byer, Crystal Holberg, Allen McVey, Bertram LaBrant, George Schieren, Clarence Teke, Ferne Fughi, John Pringle, Ruth Johnson, Clarene Theis, Lawrence Boulware, Kaye Riley, Carlton Littner, Lucille O'Neal, Evelyn Elliot, Mildred Steinke, Betty Collins, Richard Yancey, Miss McFarland, Miss McDonald, Irene Cleaves, and Kathryn Thompson. It was decided that the club should meet at ten every other week.

Club Has Faculty Members

Faculty members belonging to the organization are: Miss Hussey, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Burroughs, Mr. Collins, Miss Hannon, Miss Welch, and Miss Munson.

Students Observe (?) During Moon Party

Not to be personal, but there are rumors that one of Professor Rightfill's Physics students was observed stargazing very romantically. Some wonder if it is a part of this student's hobby to observe the stars and watch the moon while others attest that there are enough young ladies in the class that they are observing the stars. At any rate, romantic or not, this entire period of the moon's phases is indeed a wonderful way to spend a few hours during a sleepless night.

Esther Hawkes and Marie Mollen served hot coffee in the class which helped considerably to keep everyone from freezing.

During the exception of a broken drawer and a sour bowl due to the antics of Stanley Miller, the class adjourned without further mishap at 3:40 A.M. The purpose was to view the total eclipse which was due at those hours.

Champion of the Iris, Bertram Lethe and Winifred, claims his alarm clock was two hours slow. Scotty McDonald arrived a half hour early to get his money's worth. He's Scotch, you know. Mr. Rightfill was twenty minutes late, but the class didn't mind that. They expected to be in session for six hours.

Esther Hawkes and Marie Mollen served hot coffee to the class which helped considerably to keep everyone from freezing.

EDITOR'S CONVENTION ATTENDED BY LOCALS

The annual Wisconsin Student Editor's Convention was held on April 20 and 21 and the convention was held on April 21. The convention was held in Madison due to the fact that the students who attended were interested in attending. Lectures were given concerning newspaper and annual publication in High Schools and Colleges.

Miss Steinke attended sectional meetings on Friday and Saturday and also the banquet Friday night at the Lorraine Hotel. President Glenn Madison and Miss McVey both gave very interesting addresses. Saturday morning was given over to a round table discussion.

Tenes' Talk Pleases Rural Life Members

The Rural Life Club met in the Rural Assembly, Monday night. The main part of the program was a talk by Clarence Teke. Mr. Teke spoke on his trip through the western states which he made last summer. Pictures of places he visited were shown on the screen.

The remaining members were a piano recital of Cecilia Winkler, a glee club of Palmer Budahl and Ira Thuer.

Dorm Graduates Plan For Dinner

The Nelson Hall graduates will entertain the faculty and faculty wives at a formal dinner and dance Sunday evening, December 8. The dinner will be held every year for the graduates of Nelson Hall to give a dinner party to the faculty and this is one of the most important social events of the season.

The decorations for the dining room will consist of flowers and fruit. Centerpieces of poinsettias with favors and nut cups to correspond will adorn the tables. The dancing will be in the gymnasium where the group will be able to convey the Christmas spirit.

Miss Teke has been arranged for and committees for the events are as follows:


- Program: Irene Cleaves, Mildred Perske, Pearl Burnett, Dorothy Cawell, Mildred Lorraine Trelven, and Erumie Riley.

- Rehearsal: Ruby Blilbaken, Myrtle Johnson, and Myra Bida.

- Finance: Ethel Naas, Louise Meinke, and Clara Sieg.

- Elect Betty Collins As Forum President

At the meeting of the Forum held a week ago, election of officers took place.

Miss Betty Collins was elected president, Eugene Fosco, secretary, Elizabeth Rogers, secretary, and Neil Precourt, treasurer.

President Prystaw entertained the group with an interesting talk on the psychology and social significance of the social chart which he had made representing the thinking capacity of the average American. The picture made this very clear and the jokes were highly instructive and far from dry.

The last part of the program consisted of a reading by Mildred Foss and a solo by Miss Collins in the piano.

Miss Collins took charge of the remainder of the meeting and authorized the treasurer to appoint a committee to collect ten cents from each member for the Red Cross as an annual custom of the Forum to contribute to this cause.

CHAMPIONS ELECT MYRON SMITH TO CAPTAIN GRIDIRON

Star Tackle Indigible For Play

Myron (Smith) Smith, who for two seasons has been one of the most outstanding athletes in the Ichabod football team, was elected captain of the 1929 Central College football team at a meeting of the gridiron club last week. Smith has participated in the conference contests and his starring performance in his election to the captaincy.

To Receive Sweaters

Coach Hist led the gridiron club in announcing that seventeen members of the squad are to be awarded the coveted sweaters for their performances in the season just past. Those to receive sweaters are Captain Ben Wernowky, Fern, Charlesworth, Mainland, Abbrecht, Bannock, Forst, Fleet, Williams, Neuberger, Club Members, Dusky, Retzko, McDonald, Lahn, Alberts and Marshall.

Arrange For Meeting Of School Executives

For the purpose of convenience it has been suggested that a list of presidents of all the school organizations, be held as a reference. Such a meeting was arranged on the Pointers' Board of all head of all organizations, but only a few were present. At the meeting, it was decided that their executive positions or forget to give the notice their names and it is any rate, these people are again re- quire to spare a few moments out of their busy day to attend a meeting tomorrow at four o'clock.

The pins are placed on the bulletin board for the benefit of those who have not already seen it.

To Take Orders For Senior Pins, Rings

The graduates of June 1920 who wish to buy class pins and rings should put in an order promptly so that they can be delivered in time for the graduation ceremony. The rings are priced at $4.50 and the pins are priced at $3.00.

The editors will place the orders for the pins and rings on the bulletin board for the benefit of those who have not already seen it.
A LITTLE OF THIS AND THAT

Many thinking students are now undecided whether they believe in athletic records at any price or if they desire an idealistic standard. It is sad that a beam in your eye doesn’t obscure your weighing the viewpoint of others before committing yourself.

Apparently most of the rooms in school need not judging by the absence of necessary bulbs.

In one of the exchanges of a teachers’ college recently, an article was noticed commenting on the problem of parking in the nooks and corners of the school. Observation and statistics show that this is true throughout the countryside — the funny thing about it is that spring is quite a few months away. We might be deceived if we didn’t have a reliable calendar in front of us.

The “Junior Pointer” edited by the Training school boys and girls in real, honest-to-goodness paper, well worthy of praise. The last issue of the staff of seventeen exactly one dollar and sixty cents to edit it. It contains news articles concerning the seventh, eighth and ninth grades and the club organizations. Humorous cartoons and serious ones decorate many pages. Good jokes are also to be found. Last but not least is the editorial page. Here are the titles of the several articles: “Thanksgiving”, “Our Paper”, “Good Citizenship”, “Buying the School Paper”, and “Are You Being Fair To Yourself?”. All well written and each shows serious thought on the part of the writer. The “Pointer” will be proud when the members of “The Junior Pointer” enter the college so that their services may be acquired.

Found: another inhuman teacher. How can a teacher find personal satisfaction in continually finding fault and in everlasting criticism of his pupils? This attitude is instrumental in making student labor but there is a breaking point in the spirit of the student.

Football at Milwaukee State Teachers’ College is undoubtedly in the balance because of the death of Raymond Francis Shinners who died on November 30 because of a broken neck suffered in the last football contest. We extend our sincerest sympathy.

Are you suffering from an inferiority complex? If you are, we suggest that you read the article “Our Picking on Yourself” by William S. Sadler in the November issue of the “American”.

WHAT IS AN EDUCATION

Some people are of the opinion that an education is an accumulation of facts — economical, historical, and social. I agree that an education does embrace those results. But I ask: is an education embracing only those benefits, worth the sacrifices that students and their parents make?

I believe that an education should have one goal: to give students such a training as will fit them for the places which the world is making for them.

I can not think and act for others; but as for myself —

I am learning to live and

Loving the world for the good that is in it,

Looking for the beauty that’s there,

Loving the world for the love it is needing,

Loving the world for the love that I share.

— Rogers Constance.

Tact does not remove difficulties, but difficulties melt away under tact.—Tancer.

Religion should be the rule of life, not a casual incident of it.—Lothair.

Candor is a great virtue. There is a charm, a healthy charm, in frankness.—Venusia.
Coed Greenlings Are Showing Their Heels

The fall season in girls' athletics has been completed. The freshmen are in the lead with 270 points; sophomores are next with 115 points; juniors and seniors have 10 points each. How about a little more pep from the upper classes?

Volleyball practice has begun. All girls who wish to play basketball must be out for volleyball at least once a week. The program for volleyball is as follows:

- General practice: Dec 3 - 8
- Team practice: Dec 9 - 15
- Tournament: Dec 15 - 22

Any organization or individual may organize a team. You may give your team any name. Nine girls and two or three subs are needed on one team. Report to Miss Seem or Verne Beinle before December 8.

A coach's course in basketball is now being given by Miss Seem. Those taking the course are Dorothy Viertel, Agnes Sparks, Gladys Cutler, Betty Nippy, Alice Horgan, and Ethel Madsen.

Mr. Mott Speaks To Grammar Of School

The Grammar Round Table met in the assembly on Monday night. After the business meeting there was a program which started with group singing. Mr. Mott gave a very interesting talk on "Measuring Yourself." The last number was a one act play, "Talking Father's Place" with the following cast:

Henderson Edwards ........ Ethel Madsen
Charles Edwards .......... Ethel Madsen
Mr. Grabbit .......... Gladys Cutler
Tom Jones .......... Frances Hannon
Dennie .......... Dorothy Viertel
Tressie Rosebad .......... Madge Dunham
Gladinda Peenose .......... Marie Houselet
Mrs. Edwards .......... Agnes Sparks

The program was in charge of Pearl Staples, Ethel Madsen and Jennifer Hanson. Eskimo pies were served at the close.

YOU MUST TRY
KREMBS
DOUBLE MALTED MILK
To Know The Difference

PROTECTIVE FOOTWEAR
 ZIPPERS - MONOPULS
 RUBBERS

Colored Novelty Effects and Plain Blacks at a Price
To Suit Every Purse.

J. Worzalla & Sons
Member Federated Stores
of America

Complete Selections for your
Fall Costume
Coats Suits Accessories
Dresses Millinery
Fischer's
Specialty Shop For Women
Hotel Whiting Block

SPORT SHOP

Just For Sport

422 MAIN ST.

STATIONERY, BOOKS, DRUGS
H. D. McCulloch Co.

CLOTHES
Ready-made
And Cut to Order

ESTABLISHED ENGLISH UNIVERSITY STYLES, TAILORED OVER YOUTHFUL CHARTS SOLELY FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN THE UNITED STATES.

BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT
OUR STORE IS THE

Charter House
of Stevens Point

The character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

KELLY'S
MEN'S WEAR

Suit or Overcoat $73.50
Tailored to Measure

Fischer's

OFFICIAL JEWELER
TO
C. T. C.

FERNAND A. HIRZY
"The Gift Counselor"

Service Quality
Price and Style
Shoes and Rubbers
For The Family
THE UNITY STORE
Meow — Meow — I got my feet all damp and dribbled trying to take my daily promenade around the Kampus looking for the vacation that is gone. Thanksgiving is gone — — — —

I mean Thanksgiving. I could scarcely enjoy my drum stick because I looked ahead and saw it slipping away so fast — (No I didn’t mean the drum stick — I meant Thanksgiving.) Purr — Purr —

I climbed backstage and listened in on the conference Monday night — I don’t think that the remark — able Mr. Anderson gave very good advice at least to the co-eds — he evidently can’t believe in it, since he didn’t follow it himself — purr — purr — yes I missed the brick!

Yours for building novelists
Kampus Kat.

MEN’S and BOYS’ WEAR
Hegg Clothing Co.
E. E. Hegg